ProNest® supports creativity and willingness
to meet any challenge

Technical
brief

Company profile
HARTLAND, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA –
Craig Manufacturing is the largest privately
owned attachment manufacturer in North America.
The company has humble beginnings dating back
to 1946 when Woodford “Woodie” Craig and his
father, Washington G. Craig, worked together
selling cars, machinery and metal parts. The hallmark
Craig spirit of creativity and willingness to meet any
challenge has helped the company do just that
throughout the years as it has grown, including rebuilding after a 2005 fire that completely
destroyed the manufacturing facility. Today the company operates out of a new state of the art
71,000 sq. ft. facility in Hartland’s Industrial Park and it has also added a 15,000 sq. ft. facility
in Cambridge, Ontario for distribution and specialty manufacturing.
Sales growth drives search for improved cutting capabilities
As business increased at Craig Manufacturing, the need arose for more cutting capacity.
Operations manager Colden Wetmore, production manager Chris McCartney and project
engineer Brad Hallett began looking into the problem, working with senior management to
address the issue. “Our existing nesting software program had its limitations; creating nests
was often a time‑consuming process. Every hour spent nesting would only produce about
one hour’s worth of cutting. The software didn’t have much in the way of automated features
so we ended up with a bottleneck right at the beginning of the process,” said Wetmore.
As they began their research in earnest, Wetmore and McCartney were guided by their local
cutting products reseller, Gary Jamieson of Linde Canada, to look at the latest Hypertherm
solutions, including ProNest CAD/CAM software. “We had a lot of specific questions about
the software. We reviewed our SolidWorks 3D CAD import needs and the ability of ProNest
to fit into our specific workflow. We also were seeking to improve hole quality and since
ProNest supports Hypertherm’s True Hole® technology that was an added bonus. In addition
to learning about the software, our local reseller took us to meet with the Canadian machine
builder EBF, Inc in Victoriaville, Quebec where we discussed the latest cutting table
technology that could deliver the results we wanted,” said McCartney.
It wasn’t long before Craig Manufacturing’s new EBF
plasma table arrived. Equipped with an HPR400XD,®
EDGE® Pro CNC, ArcGlide® THC, and programmed by
ProNest, the Integrated Cutting System also included
support for True Hole and Rapid Part™ technologies.

Did you know . . .
ProNest can connect directly
with your company’s MRP
or ERP system to exchange
Work Orders and synchronize
Plate Inventory.

Points to consider
 Our associates
understand the cutting
processes you work with.
 Our automatic nesting
saves time and material,
typically outperforming
attempts to manually nest
the same job.
 Our products are so easy
to learn we can install the
software and train a new
customer online, in one
day.
 Hypertherm’s CAD/CAM
software products are
part of the Built for
Business™ Integrated
Cutting Solutions.

Improvements provided by the new cutting system
include the following:
• N
 ineteen hours of cutting from every hour of nesting
(19 times nesting productivity improvement).
• Improved part production.
• Better material utilization.
• Improved hole accuracy and quality leading to a
significant reduction in secondary grinding operations.
• Repeatability and confidence in the process.
Commenting on the improvements they’ve experienced from the Hyperthermequipped EBF cutting machine and ProNest software, Wetmore and McCartney
had the following to say:
[Wetmore] “The True Hole performance application is big for us. We needed
software to help us program more quickly but we needed good hole tolerances on
our parts even more. Our old machine was good for general cutting but we needed a
machine for precision cutting applications. Gary Jamieson of Linde Canada sold us
on the value proposition of the True Hole machine and now we’re not grinding holes
any more. Do you know that we previously had our draftsman enlarge holes so bolts
could fit through them? Now, we’re finding those holes are too loose and we’re
re-dimensioning them back to the original specification. We also cut a lot of square
holes in plate that is 1" and under, for use with scraper blade bolts, and ProNest with
True Hole does great on those too.”
[McCartney] “With our prior software and machine we had to set up all of our cutting
parameters. For six years, we tweaked and massaged those parameters and never
got where we wanted to be. For example, after the hafnium wore out in the electrode,
the torch standoff height was off. Then here comes ProNest with all of the
parameters built in. The only thing we really changed were a few part separation
values for thick material (2" and above) where we felt we could increase material
utilization without compromising part quality. We really love the fact that Hypertherm
put money into engineering to research this. Actually, we’ve barely changed anything
in the parameters yet and have really reduced secondary cleanup requirements on
our parts. Our weld supervisor has high standards for fit-up and since we introduced
the new system, he says if part fit-up is not perfect he knows something is wrong.
The out-of-the-box parameters took all of the debate away from those folks who
would try to point fingers at the cut process. That is now over with. When we get bad
parts, we know it is a hardware issue, like a worn out consumable. We now have a
standard that we use … and that is the Hypertherm parameter settings.”
[Wetmore] “We have one operator with 20 years
of plasma and laser experience. Since we
installed the new table, which includes Rapid
Part technology, that operator couldn’t keep up
with the increased plate loading and unloading
requirements so we had to change our flow to
keep up with the way (speed) the machine cuts.
Some people, when they look at the data, view
it as only a couple of seconds saved here and
there but when you cut as much as we do it
saves us a lot (of time). We would not be happy
if you took it (Rapid Part) away from us now.”

ProNest®
advantage
Here are just a few examples of
the benefits you can achieve when
using ProNest to program your
plasma machine:
• S
 upport for Hypertherm True
Hole, True Bevel™ and Rapid
Part ™ technologies enables you
to obtain bolt-ready holes and
increased productivity.
• W
 ork Order Processing and
Plate Inventory can help you
gain new levels of productivity and
profitability. Combine orders
together to deliver better nests
and minimize scrap, plus less time
spent setting up individual jobs
and longer continuous runs.
Synchronize ProNest’s inventory
to an MRP/ERP plate inventory.
• C
 ollision Avoidance eliminates
the chance of head collisions and
significantly reduce production
time through a combination of
moving lead in/out positions,
developing avoidance paths
around possible tip-up situations,
and by using partial or full head
raises.
• W
 ith Common-Line Cutting,
you can automatically or
interactively nest and common-line
cut parts, resulting in reduced
pierce cycles and cutting time.

[McCartney] “ProNest has been really easy to
learn and use. For the past seven years I’ve sat
beside the person who has done our nesting.
It seemed complicated and because of that
we only had one trained nesting programmer,
which was stressful because there’s always a
period when that person is away from work,
such as vacation. Four years ago, we tried to
train someone else but it was difficult. When
we went live with ProNest we had the original
programmer trained plus one other person and
then we trained two more. Now we are training a night shift employee and his
supervisor as well. With ProNest there are no smoke and mirrors any more. In two
months, we’ve trained four people to use it – two are already very well-trained and
the two others can use it well.”
[Wetmore] “The mystery for me before ProNest was plate management. We had
a large volume of remnants and reconciling inventories was impossible. Now using
ProNest and its Plate Inventory module, we are consuming more remnants from
the floor. We’ve reduced our raw material inventory by half. In fact, now we have
a meeting each Thursday where we review remnants and how to manage them.
Before ProNest, there were too many uncataloged remnants on the floor to even
consider that; we never had time to manage one of the most significant costs to
the company. Today, because of ProNest our management is happier because
cash tied up in plates has been reduced without sacrificing delivery”.

For more information
Learn how Hypertherm ProNest software can help your company improve productivity
and part quality, without operator intervention. Please contact one of our team or your
trusted Hypertherm software partner, or visit www.hyperthermCAM.com.
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